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SectioD-A

Q.l' Attempt aII partn Alt parts caily equal marks. Write
answer of each part in short. Qxr(F2o)

(a) What do you mean by cyclic soup explain with
example.

Define Power set and find power set ofA: {O, {W}

What do you mean by Invertible function?

Distinguish between Tree and Graph. '

Iisfine the absorption and identity law of logic.

What do you mean by ha$se diagram? Draw the hasse

diagram of Dro.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0



A['asymnretric relation is antisynnnetrie or not. fusHfy "

Show that p -+ (p + q) is contimgency.

What do ysu rurc&n by bounqied lattice and ssmplete

lattice?

ti) Preve that p -+ q = &, q -+ ,-, p
:

! , section-B 'i :'

Q.2. Attcmpt any frve questions from this section,

(10x5=50)

(a) : Solve the rsculrsfice relation by the nrrcthod of gen-

erating function

oo- 9uo_, + 20a*: 0 ao : -3, ar : I

(b) Rernnite the negation of following argunrent using quan-

tifier variable and predicate qmbol

(D All birds can fly
.,.;,.i

(i} Sorne men are genius
,.,

(tr, Some ntrmber are not rational

e (ry) itt rc is astudent who likes mathematics but
not history. 

,
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G)

(h)

{il
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(c) show thar if {L,g,u,n} is a lattice, then (r, 
=,fi,u) 

is arso

e lattice .Also, show that the Cartesian product of trv*
lattiee is & Iattice.

(d) Let G be a grcup and let 4, b s.G b* any elerments. Then

$ {a'}-'-a

(D (ab)-':a-lb-r

(e) O Let f :R -+ R and Let g :R -+ & where R is the
set of real nurrrbers .Ld fog and gof ,where
(x) -x2 and gG) : ,t+4. stlte *#no these
flmction are urjestive, srlrjective and b{iective.

If R is an equivalence relation in a set A, then(ii)
prove that R-t <s also an equivalence relation.

(0 State and proof Pigeon hole principle. If there,are 15
students in a class then at least how illany are born
on saurc day of a week.

(S) Define adistributive lattice. Show that the element
of lattice (N, g).where N is the seJ ofpqsitive Integer

tive property.

(h) Convert the following into CNF

(a) ^.(PV g) ++ (pAg)

(b) PA (P + A)
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Section-C -

Ncte; A€€*mp€ sny two questions from this section.

{15 x2:30)

Q.3" (a) Prove Lagrange's theorem that states "for any finite

grCIup G the order of every group H divides the order

of Gtt.

Prove that every cyclic group is &n abelian group.

Show that the set [0, U of all real numbers is not a

countable set.

Q.4. Exptrain the following terur with example :

(a) Homomorphism and Isomorphism Graph

(b) Euler Graph and Hamiltonian Graph

(c) tsipartite and Corrylete Bipartite Graph

e.S. (a) Prove by principle of mathematical induction that:

P (n):10'+3.4#+5 is divisible bY 9.

(a) Prove that in a Set A, B, C

(DA- (BuC):(A-B)n(A-C)

(ii) A- (B nC): (A-B)u(A-C)

(b) Constnrct thetruthtable for

p -+ f$ V r) A '^" (P ++ ^'r)l

(b)

(c)


